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US95 Access Management US95 Access Management 
StudyStudy

Community PresentationCommunity Presentation
September 9, 2008September 9, 2008



Why another study?Why another study?

In 2006, Idaho Transportation Board In 2006, Idaho Transportation Board 
considered closing unsignalized median considered closing unsignalized median 
crossingscrossings

Before taking action, IT Board asked Before taking action, IT Board asked 
KMPO to:KMPO to:
–– Evaluate the impacts of median closuresEvaluate the impacts of median closures
–– Look for ways to improve mobility on US95Look for ways to improve mobility on US95



KMPOKMPO’’ss ApproachApproach

A A ““systemsystem”” approach.approach.

““US95 is not an islandUS95 is not an island””.  Efficient operation .  Efficient operation 
of supporting arterials and collectors is of supporting arterials and collectors is 
also important.also important.

Considers all highway users Considers all highway users –– through through 
travelers as well as regional and travelers as well as regional and 
community users.community users.



Study GoalsStudy Goals

Find practical, Find practical, lowlow--costcost ideas to improve ideas to improve 
US95 operations.US95 operations.

Manage and balance safety and mobility Manage and balance safety and mobility 
on US95, while providing essential on US95, while providing essential 
community access to and from the community access to and from the 
highway.  highway.  



What is What is KMPOKMPO’’ss Role?Role?

KMPO Steering 
Committee 

(Recommendations)

KMPO Policy 
Board

Idaho Transportation Board 

(Decision Point)

Visitors

Residents

Study Staff

Emergency 
Responders

Businesses

Trucks

Buses

Local 
Govt’s

Others

Commuters

Through travelers
ITD M&O



US95 Steering CommitteeUS95 Steering Committee

Lakes Highway DistrictLakes Highway District
City of City of CdACdA

City of Hayden City of Hayden 
ITDITD

CdACdA ChamberChamber
State SenateState Senate



Study AreaStudy Area

NORTH

Ramsey Rd

Gov‘t Way

US95

S
H

 53I 90



Study ProcessStudy Process

Identify practical, low cost alternativesIdentify practical, low cost alternatives
Develop evaluation measuresDevelop evaluation measures
Invite public participationInvite public participation
Refine alternativesRefine alternatives
Recommend a master strategy for US95Recommend a master strategy for US95



AlternativesAlternatives
7 different alternatives evaluated7 different alternatives evaluated
Combinations of:Combinations of:

Median closuresMedian closures
Turn restrictionsTurn restrictions
New signalsNew signals
Removal or relocation of existing signalsRemoval or relocation of existing signals

Alternatives focus on US95 intersections Alternatives focus on US95 intersections –– local system local system 
impacts considered, but no local system improvements impacts considered, but no local system improvements 
assumed.assumed.

All alternatives assume a new signal at Lancaster.All alternatives assume a new signal at Lancaster.



How do we evaluate alternatives?How do we evaluate alternatives?

TECHNICAL CRITERIATECHNICAL CRITERIA

Is safety enhanced?Is safety enhanced?
–– At unsignalized intersectionsAt unsignalized intersections
–– ElsewhereElsewhere

Does delay increase or decrease?Does delay increase or decrease?
–– System wideSystem wide
–– On US95On US95
–– On cross streetsOn cross streets



TECHNICAL CRITERIA, CONTTECHNICAL CRITERIA, CONT’’DD

Do miles travelled increase or decrease?Do miles travelled increase or decrease?
–– Changing travel patternsChanging travel patterns
–– Out of direction travelOut of direction travel

Is signal time used efficiently?Is signal time used efficiently?
–– Efficient use of Efficient use of ““green bandgreen band””

Does US95 travel time increase or decrease?Does US95 travel time increase or decrease?



What about the What about the ““intangiblesintangibles””??
Steering Committee will seek the alternative that Steering Committee will seek the alternative that 
best balances safety, mobility and access best balances safety, mobility and access 
concerns.  concerns.  

This is more than just a technical exercise.This is more than just a technical exercise.

Before forming a recommendation, Steering Before forming a recommendation, Steering 
Committee will also consider:Committee will also consider:
–– Community and business impactsCommunity and business impacts
–– Land use compatibilityLand use compatibility
–– Other factorsOther factors



Median TreatmentsMedian Treatments

Turn RestrictionClosed Median

Existing Sunset Ave Intersection Possible Turn Restriction Layout at 
Wyoming



Open 
Median:

32 
CROSSING 
CONFLICT 

POINTS

Turn 
Restricted 
Median:

16
CROSSING 
CONFLICT 

POINTS



Alternatives Alternatives –– Some HighlightsSome Highlights

Alternative Alternative ““11””
Close all unsignalized median crossingsClose all unsignalized median crossings



Insert alt 1 mapsInsert alt 1 maps



Insert alt 1 mapsInsert alt 1 maps



Alternatives Alternatives –– Some HighlightsSome Highlights

Alternative Alternative ““11””
Close all unsignalized median crossingsClose all unsignalized median crossings

Safety improves at unsignalized intersectionsSafety improves at unsignalized intersections
Delay at unsignalized intersections reduced by Delay at unsignalized intersections reduced by 
76%; total study area delay reduced by 50%.76%; total study area delay reduced by 50%.
All left turning traffic redirected to signalsAll left turning traffic redirected to signals
LargeLarge traffic volume increases on local system, traffic volume increases on local system, 
and volume decreases on US95 and volume decreases on US95 
Fatal flaw?Fatal flaw? Without mitigation, system fails at Without mitigation, system fails at 
Hayden Ave intersection with US95Hayden Ave intersection with US95



Show Show SimtrafficSimtraffic run of Alt 1run of Alt 1



Alternatives Alternatives –– Some HighlightsSome Highlights

Alternative 2Alternative 2
TurnTurn--restrict unsignalized median crossingsrestrict unsignalized median crossings



Insert Alt 2 mapsInsert Alt 2 maps





Alternatives Alternatives –– Some HighlightsSome Highlights

Alternative Alternative ““22””
TurnTurn--restrict unsignalized median crossingsrestrict unsignalized median crossings

Safety improves at unsignalized intersectionsSafety improves at unsignalized intersections
Total unsignalized cross street delay reduced by Total unsignalized cross street delay reduced by 
76%; total study area delay reduced by 50%.  76%; total study area delay reduced by 50%.  
No appreciable change to total delay at signalized No appreciable change to total delay at signalized 
intersections.intersections.
Traffic increases on many local arterials and Traffic increases on many local arterials and 
collectorscollectors



Show Show SimtrafficSimtraffic of Alt 2 at Haydenof Alt 2 at Hayden



Alternatives Alternatives –– Some HighlightsSome Highlights

Alternative Alternative ““55””
New signals at halfNew signals at half--mile pointsmile points
Remove Bosanko signalRemove Bosanko signal
Move Canfield signal to WilburMove Canfield signal to Wilbur
Turn restrictions at unsignalized intersections.Turn restrictions at unsignalized intersections.







Alternatives Alternatives –– Some HighlightsSome Highlights

Alternative Alternative ““55””
Safety improves at unsignalized intersectionsSafety improves at unsignalized intersections
Additional signals may induce more crashes (possibly Additional signals may induce more crashes (possibly 
less severe than at unsignalized intersection)less severe than at unsignalized intersection)
Total system delay is reduced by halfTotal system delay is reduced by half
Traffic increases somewhat on local system roadsTraffic increases somewhat on local system roads
Total cross street delay at signals reduced about 5%Total cross street delay at signals reduced about 5%
““ExperienceExperience”” of drivers at cross streets may improve of drivers at cross streets may improve 
with possible shorter cycle length (more frequent with possible shorter cycle length (more frequent 
green lights).green lights).



General Technical FindingsGeneral Technical Findings
All of the alternatives reduce total delay in the study All of the alternatives reduce total delay in the study 
area.area.
–– Alternatives that close or restrict turns at unsignalized medianAlternatives that close or restrict turns at unsignalized medians s 

significantly reduce total delay time (50% reduction or more) atsignificantly reduce total delay time (50% reduction or more) at
unsignalizedunsignalized intersections. intersections. 

–– Alternatives that add signals may increase delay on US95 by 10 Alternatives that add signals may increase delay on US95 by 10 
to 15%, but reduce total delay overall in the study area by 50% to 15%, but reduce total delay overall in the study area by 50% 
or more.or more.

None of the alternatives appreciably change the total None of the alternatives appreciably change the total 
number of vehicle miles travelled in the study area.number of vehicle miles travelled in the study area.



Technical FindingsTechnical Findings
Median ClosuresMedian Closures

Median closures have the highest safety benefit for Median closures have the highest safety benefit for 
unsignalized intersections.unsignalized intersections.

Median closures force leftMedian closures force left--turning traffic to signalized turning traffic to signalized 
intersections, and may increase congestion and intersections, and may increase congestion and 
collisions at those locations.collisions at those locations.

Median closures alone cause significant negative Median closures alone cause significant negative 
congestion at Prairie and Hayden intersections.  congestion at Prairie and Hayden intersections.  

Because of huge left turn queues at signals, median Because of huge left turn queues at signals, median 
closures without mitigation significantly increase US95 closures without mitigation significantly increase US95 
travel time.travel time.



Technical Findings Technical Findings 
Turn RestrictionsTurn Restrictions

Turn restrictions at unsignalized medians provide Turn restrictions at unsignalized medians provide 
significant safety benefit at unsignalized locations.significant safety benefit at unsignalized locations.

Turn restrictions force local traffic to access the highway Turn restrictions force local traffic to access the highway 
at signalized intersections.  Higher cross street volumes at signalized intersections.  Higher cross street volumes 
at signals may increase collision rates at signalized at signals may increase collision rates at signalized 
intersections.intersections.

Alternatives with turn restrictions cut total delay by 50%.  Alternatives with turn restrictions cut total delay by 50%.  

Nearly all of the delay reduction is at unsignalized Nearly all of the delay reduction is at unsignalized 
intersections.  There is no appreciable change to total intersections.  There is no appreciable change to total 
delay at signals.delay at signals.



Technical Findings Technical Findings -- SignalsSignals
Alternatives that add new signals to the corridor may Alternatives that add new signals to the corridor may 
increase US95 delay by 10increase US95 delay by 10--15%15%

Alternatives with new signals may increase US95 travel Alternatives with new signals may increase US95 travel 
time by up to 90 seconds.time by up to 90 seconds.

Adding new signals may benefit local system operation:  Adding new signals may benefit local system operation:  
Total delay throughout study area reduced by ~ 50%.Total delay throughout study area reduced by ~ 50%.

If quarter mile signals are removed:If quarter mile signals are removed:
–– US95 delay is not appreciably reduced. US95 delay is not appreciably reduced. 
–– More frequent green light opportunities may be possible at crossMore frequent green light opportunities may be possible at cross

streets.  This may improve the streets.  This may improve the ““experienceexperience”” of cross street of cross street 
drivers, however actual total delay at signals is not reduced.  drivers, however actual total delay at signals is not reduced.  



A little more about signalsA little more about signals……

““AdaptiveAdaptive”” signal technology for US95 is signal technology for US95 is 
under consideration by ITD.under consideration by ITD.

New signal technology may enhance any New signal technology may enhance any 
selected option, but is not a standselected option, but is not a stand--alone alone 
alternative.alternative.



WhatWhat’’s next?s next?

Public Open House on September 9Public Open House on September 9

Meeting with Emergency Responders on Meeting with Emergency Responders on 
September 24September 24

Steering Committee will then:Steering Committee will then:
–– Review commentsReview comments
–– Select a corridor alternative.Select a corridor alternative.



WhatWhat’’s next?s next?
Once an alternative is selected, consulting team Once an alternative is selected, consulting team 
will fine tune it.  For example:will fine tune it.  For example:
–– New right turn lane locationsNew right turn lane locations
–– Possible dualPossible dual--left turn lanesleft turn lanes
–– Lengthen existing left and right turn baysLengthen existing left and right turn bays

Study team will then:Study team will then:
–– Develop a phasing planDevelop a phasing plan
–– Prepare recommendations for KMPO BoardPrepare recommendations for KMPO Board

Final recommendations anticipated November, Final recommendations anticipated November, 
2008.2008.



Questions?Questions?



US95 Access Study Public Comments - September 9, 2008
Which Alternative do you prefer?

Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3a Alt 3b Alt 4a Alt 4b Alt 5
Why?  

What, if anything, would you change?
Additional comments to consider?

X MPO must do more to advocate for "smart" (slower) growth/development 
(e.g. vocally oppose big projects like Hayden Canyon (1600 homes))

X

X
When are we going to consider intermodal corridor?  Stop wasting time with 
these concepts and start doing it right?  I will Design-Build and operate an 
intermodal corridor with private match funding

X Sounds the best - low cost
X
X Yes make signals north of Hayden at 1 mile intervals

X Remove signal on Miles.  What impact on RE values and or requirements will 
be placed on property owners?

X Access for large trucks to commercial properties

X Access for large trucks to commercial properties.  We are primarily interested 
in the Miles, Dakota and Wyoming corridor.

X It helps access throughout Hayden, adds safety, and can assist with future 
growth.  
Time those US95 signals and keep US95 signals flashing yellow until 6am.  
Keep heavy trucks in the right lane.  Change 4th and 15th Sts back to 35 
mph through Dalton.  Fast track the Huetter Bypass.

X Don't do anything to slow traffic on Hwy 95.  It will impact other H/S corridor.

Put the Hiway 53 to 90 Bypass in first
Put in bypass asap.  Access to businesses should be your main concern, 
safety and easy access are topmost concerns.

X Best combo of changes.  Consider using the median paved as a emergency 
ac to /Fire, Police (illegible)

X Safety - easy to get in and out of Highway
X
X
X It's right.  Be ready for snow and ice!

X
Balance.  What would you do if traffic volume doubled overnight then a 
hurricane completely wiped out all signals and signs?  What would the new 
system look like?



US95 Access Study Public Comments - September 9, 2008
Which Alternative do you prefer?

Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3a Alt 3b Alt 4a Alt 4b Alt 5
Why?  

What, if anything, would you change?
Additional comments to consider?

X

Progressive movement the full length of US95 should be the first prioirty 
since flow on 95 is the presumed consideration.  Restrictions on 
nonsignalized intersections can be decided later based on actual traffic flow.  
Don't extend signal system north of Hayden until it is demonstrated as a need 
and is warranted.  The same should be postponed for limiting or prohibiting 
cross 95 movements at unsignalized intersections north of Hayden.

X Believe it is best proposal
X Less lights

X
4A to start - RI/RO Bentz and Murphy Alt 5 if U get the funds.  Curbing on 
restricted access - people cheat!  Accel and decell lanes at all restricted 
access.
None of the above.  Put your time and effort to improve the flow of traffic 
north and south.  This will not help that!!

X
It cuts down traffic delay over entire study area system.  Side streets appear 
not to be as heavily used as in Alt 5.  It has possible efficient use of green 
band.

X

Total delay reduced by 48%.  Marginal improvements in US95 delays.  
Potential for further improvement with intelligent signals.  Dalton/US95 
intersection is quite dangerious because of frontage road traffic - especially 
during school hours.  Should replace lights with traffic circles wherever 
possible - Lancaster, for example.
Please send the cost of this study to my email address.  Thank you.
Fix the lights!!!
Get Govt Way done from Dalton to Prairie

None of the above.  Fix Government Way, make lights on 95 work right!!!

None.  What happened to 3 lanes both ways - wasn't it initially designed for 3 
lanes?  Up speed limits on Ramsey, 4th and 15th, Finish Government Way 
from Dalton to Hayden.  Huetter Bypass.  Why aren't signal lights timed 
better?

Focus on Ramsey increasing speed limit when school not in session.  Raise 
speed limit through Dalton Gardens, increase Govt Way to 4 lanes.



US95 Access Study Public Comments - September 9, 2008
Which Alternative do you prefer?

Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3a Alt 3b Alt 4a Alt 4b Alt 5
Why?  

What, if anything, would you change?
Additional comments to consider?

I would like to comment on the proposed low-cost alternatives for US 95 as it 
runs through Hayden. My major concern is that this uncontrolled intersections 
be reduced or eliminated altogether. I live just north of Orchard Avenue on 
Hayden and I’ve seen far too many close calls and accidents that occur when 
people think they can race across 95 or make a left turn into 95 traffic. I’ve 
seen 2 to 5 cars sit in the opening between the south and north bound lanes 
at Orchard during the busiest times of the day. (I also see this same 
disregard for traffic at the opening to Best Buy near the Silver Lake Mall. It’s 
just a matter of time before someone or several people are killed due to these 
turns. (I seem to recall a young man turning into traffic near Ziggy’s north of 
Hayden and that several people were killed.)
   I’ve also had many opportunities to observe lots of the vehicles using 95 in 
Hayden….lots of construction vehicles. Perhaps if the construction slowed to 
a normal pace, there wouldn’t be so much traffic involving drivers using cell 
phones, flipping cigarettes out of truck windows, eating/drinking while driving, 

Traffic control is as much a matter of behavior modificiation as it is the 
application of traffic volume and velocity models.  Drivers in the area between 
I-90 and Wyoming currently travel the shortest or most conveient route to 
reach customary, intended locations.  When denied the shortest or most 
convenient route, alternate routes will be chose which satisfies the need of 
the individual with the least amount of inconvenience.  I believe this concept 
will apply to the US95 problem wherein denying or modifying some of the 
current access/egress options will cause drivers to find other routes.  After an 
adjustment period, traffic patterns will develop which will identify those 
intersections which will require further modifications.  
     US95 was intended to be a high speed route to carry through traffic 
unimpeeded north and south through the Coeur d'Alene/Hayden area.  The 
ultimate goal of US95 between Appleway and Lancaster, in my opinion, 
should be the construction of full freeway-type interchanges as Neider, 
Kathleen, Dalton, Hanley, Prairie, Hayden, Wyoming and Lancaster along with



US95 Access Study Public Comments - September 9, 2008
Which Alternative do you prefer?

Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3a Alt 3b Alt 4a Alt 4b Alt 5
Why?  

What, if anything, would you change?
Additional comments to consider?

the closing of all other access to the highway.  That being said, and 
acknowledging the current fiscal and political situation, I can support 
Alternatives 4b and 5, and would like to provide the following 
modifications/suggestions for the near term:

Remove the 1/4 milie signals at Bosanko and Canfield and restrict turning 
movements at these intersections.
     Do not relocat the Canfield signal to Wilbur and do not connect east 
Wilbur to US95.  Relocation the signal to Wilbur and connecting Wilbur to 
US95 will only create another "choke point" where one does not existing and 
will only exacerbate the US95 traffic flow problem.
     Close the median at Haycraft, Cherry Lane, Aqua, Dakota, Lacey and 
Bentz, providing right in-right out access only.
     Restrict turning movements at Boekel, Wyoming, Miles, ORchard, Wilbur, 
Canfield and Bosanko.
     Close access to US95 at Sunset.

     Prohibit future access to US95 between Wyoming and Lancaster.  There 
is currently almost no development in this area.  Future development needs 
to be required to provide frontage roads or other off-highway access, such as 
improving Government Way and extending Warren Street.

    The near-term ideas outlined above should be considered "band-aid" fixes 
for now.  They can be implemented at reasonable cost and will improve traffic 
flow on US95.

     The current location of US95 is logical, useful, acceptably aligned, and 
most importantly is paid for an under State ownership.  The veritable 
abandonment of the current US95 right of way to the cities of Coeur d'Alene 
and Hayden for what is, essentially, a city arterial is not acceptable to me.  
Substantial and adequate funding must be aggressively pursued to construct 
the interchanges I have specified above to return US95 to the highway it was 
intended to be.



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 1
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X We need the median crossings open to move cross traffic

X Impossible for residents of Ramsey!  On any given day during rush hour there are already over 400 vehicles on Ramsey.  If 
this materializes, it is going to be bloody.

X
X

X I would love Wyoming to be a quiet peaceful street. However the Hayden St. Intersection is already bad.
X

X
Put a light on Lacy for all the car traffic "their business" and RGL truck, camper traffic

X It will load and back up traffic on 95 and people living east and est of 95 can't get home
X
X Increases volume at signalized intersection and traffic on other roads

Frontage Roads are the Real way to handle the two problems that exist in the corridor - Moving traffic to a destination and 
MOVING

X
X

X It would create a serious back-up of traffic at signalized intersections
X Substantial increase in travel time on US-95

X
X
X
X
X
X



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 2 
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X
X

X Cost and traffic this would be the best.
X Controlled left turns - Lacey, Miles Dakota and signal at Wyoming.  Controlled left on Orchard

X
This allows for making a convenient Rt on to 95 and then next left to cross highway in both directrions.  I believe that 1/2 
mile intervals for signals south of Hayden are important.  However most traffic north of Hayden is thru traffic and so 1 mile 
intervals North after Hayden would work.

X
X

X
X

X
X

X It seems much safer.
X

X
X

X
X Waste of money at Bentz and Murphy - S/B RI/RO

Traffic thru the area.  It would be less expensive today than tomorrow.
X

X
X Would increase traffic on side streets

X Not much improvement over existing situation
X
X
X
X
X
X



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 3a
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X
X

X
X
X Leave as is.

X The lowest impact
X
X

X
It might help if the US95 signals were timed.

X
X

X
X

X
X

X Problems at Bentz and Murphy - does not change Cherry, Orchard, Dakota and Lacey.
X

X

X No chance of efficient signal coordination.  Too much traffic on side streets.  Backup of traffic at signalized intersections.
X Increase US95 travel time - No improvement to justify expense

X
X
X
X
X
X



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 3b
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X
X

X
X

X Again signals at 1 mile intervals north of Hayden
X
X

X
X We still need to cross

X
X

X
X

X X
X Too many signals - Bentz and Murphy again!

X
X

X No chance of efficient signal coordination
X As with 3a - Increases US-95 travel time other changes do not justify expense.

X
X
X
X
X
X



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 4a
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X Provides efficiencies equal or greater than existing system
X

X
X
X Leave Bosanko as is
X
X
X
X Don’t restrict crossings.

X
X
X

X
X

X
X Best so far - still ned RI/RO Bentz and Murphy.  Bosanko S/B restricted
X

X

X Cuts down on traffic delay over entire study area.  Side streets not as heavily used as in Alt 5.  It has possible efficeint use 
of green band.

X Reduces delay hours; Further improvement possible with efficient signal coordination
X
X
X
X
X
X



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 4b
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Comments

X
X

X
X Leave as is except restricted turning.
X
X
X

X Don’t restrict crossings
X
X

X
X
X

X Should not close access at Bosanko and Canfield
X

X
X Would increase traffic on Govt Way and traffic on that street is too heavy already
X Increases US95 delays

X
X
X
X
X

X



US95 Access Study - Public Comments on Alternatives
September 9, 2008

Alternative 5
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Comments

X
X

X
X Leave as is

X
X

X
X Don’t restrict crossings

X There are business along 95 I want to go to without detours
X

X This seems safe and convenient
X

X The best alternative for our business.  We had to put a turn lane in during our construction on Lacey for south turning traffic 
on 95.  What good is it if you close 95 median.

X We must be ready to change the timing for snow and ice.
X

X Progressive movement the full length of US95 should be the first priority since flow on 95 is the presumed consideration.  
Restrictions of nonsignalized intersections can be decided later based on actual traffic flow.

X
X

X Great plan - seems most expensive -- maybe restricted access at Miles and Wyoming to start w/ signals in the future
X

X
X Cuts delay over the entire study area the best of any, but side street traffic appears heavy in various areas.

X Increases US 95 delays
X
X
X
X
X

X





































































































































































































City of Coeur d’ Alene 
City of Post Falls 
City of Hayden 
City of Rathdrum 
Coeur d’ Alene Tribe 
East Side Highway District 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Kootenai County, Idaho 
Lakes Highway District 
Post Falls Highway District 
Worley Highway District 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Cooperatively Developing a Transportation System for all of Kootenai County, Idaho 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
DATE: September 25, 2008 
 
TO:  US95 Steering Committee 
 
FROM: Carole Richardson  
 
SUBJECT: US95 Access Study  
  Emergency Responder Feedback 
 
On September 24, Marv Lekstrum, Mike Porcelli and I attended a meeting with the 
Local Emergency Planning Committee in Kootenai County to collect feedback from 
emergency responders on the various alternatives under consideration for US95. 
 
After an overview of the study and the types of intersection treatments we’re 
considering, we had a brief discussion with the group.  This memo summarizes the 
notes I took on their comments with regard to safety. 
 
• One person stated that median closures seemed like a good idea, but that he was 

very concerned about additional traffic loading on Govt Way and Ramsey. 
 
• The sherriff’s office is opposed to median closures, but indicated that turn 

restrictions using painted markings have worked well at Haycraft.   ITD Maintanance 
also endorsed the use of paint instead of physical barriers in the median.  These 
comments resonated with other members of the group, but one or two expressed 
some skepticism that paint would actually stop drivers from making illegal turning 
moves. 

 
• There appeared to be general support for new signals on half and one-mile points. 
 
• Emergency responders felt that Hayden, Prairie, Dalton and Kathleen intersections 

are critical access points for them.  They would not want to see the operational 
efficiency of those intersections reduced, and would welcome improvements. 

 
• Several members expressed concern about additional traffic loading on local streets 

that could result under different alternatives.  As the area has grown, emergency 
responders already have difficulty navigating through traffic on local streets.  Adding 
more traffic to two lane roadways was of particular concern.    

 
KOOTENAI METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

221 W. First Avenue, Suite 310      Spokane, WA 99201 
1-800-698-1927     fax: 1-509-343-6400     website: kmpo.net 

 



 
• The Hayden intersection in particular was mentioned several times as an existing 

problem point for emergency responders.   
 
• The configuration of driveway accesses on Hayden and Prairie near their 

intersections with US95 were viewed as a serious cause of congestion by several in 
the group. 

 
After the meeting, one person provided a sketch showing a way that he felt the existing 
unsignalized intersections could be made safer.  He suggests adding stop signs and 
stop bars along with painted lines or arrows so that drivers could figure out how to 
position themselves in the median.  Mike Porcelli indicated that ITD had looked this 
concept in the past, however the median crossings don’t appear to be wide enough for 
this to work.  However, as an alternative, Mike noted that ITD is considering signs to 
advise drivers that only one car should be in the median at a time. 
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US95 Access Management 
Study

Community Open House
January 6, 2009

Why another study?

In 2006, Idaho Transportation Board 
considered closing unsignalized median 
crossings

Before taking action, IT Board asked 
KMPO to:
– Evaluate the impacts of median closures
– Look for ways to improve mobility on US95



2

KMPO’s Approach

A “system” approach.

“US95 is not an island”.  Efficient operation 
of supporting arterials and collectors is 
also important.

Considers all highway users – through 
travelers as well as regional and 
community users.

Study Area

NORTH

Ramsey Rd

Gov‘t Way

US95

S
H

 53

I 90
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Study Goals

Find practical, low-cost ideas to improve 
US95 operations.

Manage and balance safety and mobility 
on US95, while providing essential 
community access to and from the 
highway.  

Study Process

Identify practical, low cost alternatives
Develop evaluation measures
Invite public participation
Refine alternatives
Recommend a master strategy for US95
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What is KMPO’s Role?

KMPO Steering 
Committee 

(Recommendations)

KMPO Policy 
Board

Idaho Transportation Board 

(Decision Point)

Visitors

Residents

Study Staff

Emergency 
Responders

Businesses

Trucks

Buses

Local 
Govt’s

Others

Commuters

Through travelers
ITD M&O

A collaborative approach
was used for the study.

US95 Steering Committee
Lakes Highway District

City of CdA
City of Hayden 

ITD
CdA Chamber
State Senate
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Community Outreach
Three community meetings

Mailers to all addresses in the study area twice 
during the study

Study info on KMPO Website

Channel 19 program, press releases, news 
articles, KMPO Blog

Business owner interviews

Alternatives

7 different alternatives evaluated
Combinations of:

Median closures
Turn restrictions
New signals
Removal or relocation of existing signals

Alternatives focus on US95 intersections 
because this is where most of the 
accidents and delays occur.
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Evaluation Criteria

Is safety enhanced?
Does delay increase or decrease? 
Do miles travelled increase or decrease? 
Is signal time used efficiently? 
Does US95 travel time increase or 
decrease?
Intangible criteria:  Community access, 
business needs, driver expectation, other.

Median Treatments:  
What we mean when we say…

“Turn Restriction”“Closed Median”

Existing Sunset Ave Intersection Turn Restriction Layout
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Open 
Median:     
32 CROSSING 
CONFLICT 
POINTS

Turn 
Restriction: 
16 CROSSING 
CONFLICT 
POINTS

Median treatments can dramatically affect safety.

Why is Signal Spacing Important?

If signals are spaced at even half-mile intervals, 
it is mathematically possible to reduce the 
overall cycle length for all of the signals.

This means there could be more “green time”
available for cross street traffic.

½-mile signal spacing has big benefits for the 
local system, and smaller benefits for through 
travellers on US95.
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What about “Smart Signals?”

“Adaptive” signal technology for US95 is 
already under consideration by ITD.

“Smart signal” technology may enhance 
the recommended strategy, but is not a 
stand-alone alternative.

Recommended Strategy for US95

Signals at ½-mile intervals between 
Appleway and Wyoming and a signal at 
Lancaster.

Turn restrictions to improve safety at ¼
mile points (between signals)

New right and left turn lanes as needed to 
improve intersection flow
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Applying the Strategy

Signal at Bosanko would be removed
Signal at Canfield would be moved to 
Wilbur
New signals at Miles and Wyoming
Turn restrictions would be installed at 
Cherry, Bosanko, Canfield, Aqua, 
Orchard, Dakota, Lacey, and Boekel
Most major intersections would receive 
geometric improvements

Please view exhibits around the room for details.

(Handouts also available -- see a study team member.)
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Anticipated Benefits for 
ITD and US95

Improved safety at unsignalized
intersections 

US95 delay reduced about 5%

Local agency agreement on future access 
restrictions and signal spacing

Anticipated Benefits for 
Cities and Local Streets

Total delay throughout the study area 
reduced by over 70%.  (Most of this 
benefit is on local street system.)

Efficient use of signal “green band” means 
less wait time for drivers on cross streets.

Consistent and predictable message from 
all government agencies to developers.
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Anticipated Benefits for 
Everyone

Improved safety for people we care about:  
Friends, family members, employees and 
customers.

Improved mobility and reduced delays means 
less time sitting in traffic.

US95’s “life” will be extended as long as 
possible, preserving scarce public funds for 
other important uses.

Anticipated Tradeoffs

Access from US95 will remain unchanged in most cases.  
However access to US95 will change for some drivers.

Additional right of way will be needed to add lanes at 
some intersections.

Local agencies are encouraged to pursue complimentary 
access management measures and local system 
improvements.

Some improvements will need to be development driven 
(and development funded.)
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The Implementation “Menu”
No strict priorities in the study recommendations.

Study recommendations identify which projects 
are dependent on each other.

Some projects are stand-alone projects that can 
be done at any time. 

Recommended projects are small enough that 
most could be accomplished within 5-years.

The timing of some projects will depend on new 
development.

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS
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The Price Tag 

Costs of individual projects range from 
$40,000 to $500,000.

Combined total for all recommendations is 
$6.8 million

What’s next?

Business outreach continues through 
January.

Following KMPO Board approval, 
recommendations will be forwarded to 
ITD.
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QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

Please complete a comment form or talk 
with a study team member.

THANK YOU for attending tonight!



US95 Access Study 
Suggested Plan Adjustments from Open House Comments on 1-6-09 
 
 

Proposal Suggested by Study Team Comments 
Allow right in-right out access point on the ½ mile 
between Wyoming and Lancaster 

Alan Golub, property 
owner 

This request would be consistent with 
ITD’s access management policy, and 
it could be beneficial to establish right 
in-right out control (with a closed 
median) before development occurs.   

No new traffic signals between Hayden and SH53 William Miles, Hayden 
resident 

The ability to cross the highway safely 
in the northern part of Hayden will be 
important to the community.  Open, 
unsignalized medians are not 
acceptable from a safety standpoint. 

Postpone installation of new signals north of 
Honeysuckle until nearby development pays for 
them or there is otherwise a warrant. 

Cecil Hathaway, CdA 
Resident 

Study team has agreed that this is the 
correct approach.  We may need to 
make it clearer in the report language. 

Install physical barriers to restrict turn movements.  
Existing painted configuration at Haycraft appears 
to have high frequency of violation. 

Robert Palus, CdA 
Resident and KCATT 
member 

Study team has discussed painted v. 
physical barriers with emergency 
responders.  This will largely be a 
design decision by ITD at the time of 
implementation; however it should be 
possible to provide more positive 
channelization and direction of cars 
without obstructing emergency 
vehicles. 



Proposal Suggested by Study Team Comments 
Eliminate left runs onto US95 at Kathleen – many 
times no one is in the left turn lane and one or 
more vehicles in the left turn lane block westbound 
traffic 

Dwight McCain, CdA 
Resident 

With changes proposed at Bosanko, it 
will be important to maintain a full 
movement intersection at Kathleen.   
Geometric improvements proposed at 
Kathleen and ability to provide more 
green time for cross movement after 
Bosanko signal is removed should 
resolve Mr. McCain’s issues. 

Install a signal at Lacey for the Caterpillar company George Richmond, 
Hayden Resident 

Lacey is at a quarter-mile point, so 
installing a signal there would be 
detrimental for corridor-wide 
operations.  However, study team has 
met with Western Equipment (the Cat 
rental company) on Lacey and has 
discussed local system improvements 
needed to accommodate their large 
vehicles when turn restrictions are 
installed at Lacey.  In the final 
recommendations, we will need to 
make sure the turn restrictions at 
Lacey are dependent on turning radius 
enhancements at Government 
Way/Lacey and Government 
Way/Wyoming. 



Proposal Suggested by Study Team Comments 
Leave Boekel as full-movement intersection Verbal comment by  

ITD District 1 Staff 
ITD would like to ensure full-movement 
access to a material source property.  
A future signal at this location would be 
consistent with ITD’s access 
management policy, however local 
network connections between 
Lancaster and SH53 may also provide 
sufficient circulation.  

Consider turn restrictions on Dalton at the entrance 
to frontage road on west side.  Existing traffic often 
congests and local drivers perform regular 
dangerous and illegal maneuvers. 

Robert Palus Suggestion will be forwarded to the 
City of CdA for consideration. 

Right in-right out access to Super 1 directly from 
Hwy 95 to remove traffic from Kathleen. 

Dave Ormsby, CdA 
Resident 

A new access point at this location 
would not be consistent with the state’s 
access management policy.   However, 
geometric improvements 
recommended for Kathleen along with 
suggested changes for access to 
Super 1 from Kathleen and a better 
local network connection between 
Kathleen and Dalton should help to 
alleviate Mr. Ormsby’s concerns. 



Proposal Suggested by Study Team Comments 
Provide dual left on WB Prairie by allowing left 
turns from the inside through lane. 

Steve Meyer, Parkwood 
Properties 

Interesting suggestion.  However 
proposal would require a “split phase” 
signal configuration so that when left 
turns are happening they aren’t in 
conflict with through traffic coming from 
the other direction.  Technical 
consultant advises that none of the 
split phase combinations tried work as 
well overall as current phasing 
scenario.  Mitigation currently 
recommended in the study provides a 
LOS D for left turning traffic at this 
location, which is acceptable for urban 
conditions.  

Before installing turn restrictions at US95 and 
Lacey, make radius improvements at the 
intersections of Reed & Lacey and Reed & 
Wyoming, to accommodate vehicles with trailers 
leaving R&L RV to go north on US 95.  
 
 

Verbal comment by  
R&L RV 

Request would provide the same 
accommodation for this business 
owner on the west side of US95 as we 
have recommended for Western 
Equipment on the east side.  City of 
Hayden advises that heavy truck 
accommodation on Reed Road is not 
consistent with their current plans.  
However, City’s standard radius for 
collector routes is 30 feet, which 
should be adequate to accommodate 
RV’s. 



Proposal Suggested by Study Team Comments 
Retain Bosanko Signal Tony Orozco, business 

owner in Sunset Mall 
This suggestion was also voiced 
verbally by several other affected 
businesses in the Bosanko area.  A 
followup meeting was held with the 
Bosanko business owners.  Difficult 
situation.  A change for a relatively 
small number of travelers at Bosanko 
can contribute to benefits for 
thousands of others who use the 
corridor.  Study team cannot 
responsibly adjust their findings for the 
benefit of a localized area if it will be 
detrimental of the rest of the corridor.  
However, team suggested looking at 
new local roadway connections to 
further enhance the system overall and 
perhaps draw new customers from 
other areas.  

 

























US95 Study - Business Interviews
Summary as of 1/19/2009 3:31 PM

Intersection Name Company Phone Meeting Date Meeting Time Meeting Location Study 
Representatives Notes

Bosanko David Knoll Black Sheep 208-762-8960 Via phone on 11-21 Carole

Discussed signal removal at Bosanko with Dave over the phone on 11-21-08.  Mixed feelings 
about signal removal.  Signal provides some exposure for business when cars are stopped.  May 
be a benefit to removing and allowing lefts off the highway - probably quicker access for 
customers.  Better to have lefts off only than no left turns at all.  Emailed Dave exec summary on 
11-25-08.

Bosanko Dan Herman Fred Meyer Via phone Gordon Gordon left message with no response.  Mailed briefing packet.

Bosanko Mike Avilla Sunset Mall (M&D Properties) Via phone on 12-17 Carole

Mike called to confirm his understanding of the study recommendations.  He understands that the 
recommendations mean customers will still be able to get to his property just as they do now, and 
that the only thing that will change is that people will not be able to cross Bosanko or turn left from 
Bosanko onto US95.  He also said it would be good to have a few fewer signals in that area if 
possible.  Overall he said he was fine with the plan.

Bosanko Tony Orozcho Las Chavelas, Sunset Village 509-768-5354 Via phone on 12-17 Carole

Tony concerned about the loss of the signal at Bosanko.  Although customers would still be able to 
get to his restaurant just as they do today, he believes the signal is important to convenient access 
for his customers.  His restaurant is doing pretty well despite the economic climate in the country, 
but profits are still down over last year and he is worried that the loss of the signal and the 
inconvenience for people that want to go south on US95 when leaving his restaurant will cause 
him to lose additional business.

Bosanko Mark Wold Fast Line Lube 208-765-1567 Via phone on 12-17 Carole

Mark very unhappy about the "closure" of Bosanko.  Attempted to explain that Bosanko would be 
open to most movements except crossing and left turns onto the highway.  Mark advised that from 
his perspective this was as bad as closing the intersection altogether.  Also very unhappy about 
process used for the study.  He does not read the paper and so missed public notices of past 
meetings and stories about the study as it was underway.  I mentioned that we had also sent post 
card mailers to every address in the study area on two occasions.  He advised he did not receive.  

Bosanko Dave Overstreet AAA Via phone on 12-23 Jeff Selle

Dave was contacted by his CdA office manager, Maryann Harlow, about removal of Bosanko 
signals and turn restrictions.  He was told that left turns would not be allowed from US95 to 
Bosanko, which is incorrect.  Jeff discussed study history and explained recommended strategy for 
US95, including issue with quarter-mile signal.  Daves concerns mostly allayed, but he asked to be 
added to the email distribution list for future notices.

Bosanko

Sheldon Jackson
Mark Wold
Mike Threadgill
Dean Boverg
Todd Whipple
John Sawyers
Michelle Grabicki

Bosanko businesses, west side 
of US95 1/15/2009 10:00 AM ITD District 1

Marv Lekstrum
Mike Porcelli
Gordon Dobler
Carole Richardson
Sean Hoisington
Mazdur Rahman
Jason Minzghor

Difficult situation.  Business owners opposed to the elimination of the Bosanko signal. Although 
drivers could get to the Bosanko businesses just as they do today, business owners expressed 
concern that rerouting of traffic leaving their facilities could discourage customers from coming to 
them in the first place.  Study team members asked if an analysis had been done by the 
businesses to support the concern.  At the time of the meeting, this had not been done, however 
the business owners may ask Whipple Engineering to look into this.  Study recommendations 
would result in a change for a relatively small number of travelers at Bosanko but would contribute 
to benefits for thousands of others who use the corridor.  Study team cannot responsibly adjust 
their findings for a localized area if it will be detrimental of the rest of the corridor.  However, team 
suggested looking at new local roadway connections to further enhance the system overall and 
perhaps draw new customers from other areas. 

Bosanko/Kathleen Jennifer Lehn Numerica Credit Union Via phone on 12-17 Carole
Jennifer called for information about the recommendations for the Bosanko area.  Explained the 
recommedations and reason for the study.  Also sent her a link to website for more detailed 
information.

Kathleen Jim and Doug Parker Parker Toyota 208-765-8228 Carole Talked with Jim Parker briefly via phone on 11-25-08.  He will be out of town for a while but asked 
to have info to review.  Dropped off info packet at Parker Toyota on 12-01-08.

Dalton John Robideaux Robideaux Motors Gordon
Gordon contacted on (date?).  Mr. Robideaux requested a special briefing for businesses that he 
is in touch with regularly and offered to provide his facility for this purpose.  Gordon will be working 
with him to set this up.

Canfield Darrell Rheingans Silver Lake Mall 208-762-2113 12/3/2008 11:00 AM Spokane Valley Mall Gordon
Carole

Left phone message on 11-21.  Dropped by on 11-25 but missed him -- left packet.  Met with 
Darrell on 12-3/08.  His concerns include potential impacts to Hanley intersection if Canfield signal 
is removed.  Gordon and Carole explained benefits of reduced delay on Hanley if quarter-mile 
signals are eliminated, and discussed additional lanes proposed on Hanley to improve intersection 
function there.  Darrell concerned about right of way impacts with proposed additional lanes at 
Hanley intersection.  Also discussed local road connection that would be needed for access to 
Target mall with new signal at Wilbur.  Timing of signal relocation to Wilbur is expected to depend 
on development in the Wilbur area.  Darrell will share information with others in his company and 
may send a letter expressing concerns.

Canfield Ryan Dungy Target 208-772-7523 
Marv
Gordon
Carole

Met with Ryan on 12/9/08.  Explained strategy for corridor including relocation of Canfield signal 
and local network improvements in the Wilbur area.  No opinion expressed.  Ryan will pass info 
along to his corporate office.

Canfield Orvis Invite to open house
Canfield Olive Garden Invite to open house
Canfield McKenzie River Pizza Invite to open house



Canfield Offices west of US95 Canvas with flyers for open house.

Wilbur Jeanne DuPont Hecla Mining 208-769-4100 12/1/2008 11am Hecla, N. Mineral Dr Marv
Carole

Discussed changes to signal at Canfield.  There are multiple ways into and out of the Mineral 
Drive area, so should not be significant impact.  Hecla is no longer the land owner -- they've sold 
all their land and are now leasing back their building.  Jeanne will pass along the US95 info packet 
to JDL Enterprises, who now owns the land and is developing the US Courthouse building.

Wilbur/Aqua Charlie Nipp/Steve Meyer Parkwood Properties 208-667-4086 Left voice mail with Charlie on 11-21.  Left message with receptionist and cell phone voice mail for 
Steve on 12-17-08.  No response…mailed briefing packet on 1-5-09.

Wilbur Harlan Douglas 12/2/2008 8:30am
Pinnacle Realty 
S 9 Washington, 
Spokane

Carole
Met with Mary at Pinnacle Realty, who is marketing the property for Harlan Douglas, on 12/2.  
Explained proposed signal changes at Canfield/Wilbur.  Mary will pass info packet along to her 
client.

Hayden Rustler's Roost 772-6613 Invite to open house

Hayden Ron McIntire Super 1 208-772-5722 11/25/2008 afternoon Hayden Super 1
Marv
Jeff
Carole

Met with on 11/25.  Discussed overall strategy and localized access issues on Kathleen and 
Hayden.  Seems okay with overall strategy for corridor - consistent with Hayden's adopted plan.  
Supportive of making new connection between Kathleen and Dalton via Crown/AutoCenter 
streets.  Some of the access changes needed on Hayden, will be difficult to work out because of 
multiple private property interests.  

Orchard/Hayden Del Kerr / Dave Patzer Kerr Oil 208-765-2266 12/1/2008 call Carole
Called Dave on 11/21.  Del gone until after Thanksgiving. Call back to schedule sometime the 
week of 12/1.  Called and left another message with Dave on 12/1.  No response as of 12-11-08 
so mailed briefing packet.

Orchard John Geddes / 
Mike Murphy Triple Play 208-762-7529 x 20 11/24/2008 1pm Triple Play Carole Met with on 11/24.  Would prefer signal at Orchard, but proposed plan is better than original idea 

of closing all unsignalized median crossings.  
Dakota Shafer’s Heating and Cooling 772-2815 Invite to open house
Dakota There are about 18 businesses that access Dakota on Taryne St. Canvas with flyers for open house.
Miles Robert Oswald LA Aluminum 208-772-3201 Left voice mail on 11-21.  No response as of 12-11 so mailed briefing packet.
Miles Pool Motors 772-7232 Invite to open house
Miles BC Storage  773-6317 Invite to open house
Miles Friends Church 772-7544 Invite to open house
Miles Boat Sales Invite to open house

Lacey Merv Lewis Western States Equipment 509-535-1744 11/24/2008 4:30pm Hayden rental office

Marv
Joe
Jeff
Carole

Met with on 11/24.  Okay with proposed operational strategy for US95, but before restricting 
turning movements at Lacey, City of Hayden will need to address turning radii at intersections of 
Govt/Lacey and Govt/Wyoming.  Best way out for big vehicles will be via Govt to Wyoming to 
US95.

Lacey R+L RV 772-7634 Invite to open house

Wyoming Ken Ela Mid Mountain Land and Timber 
Company 208-660-7378 12/1/2008 12:15pm

Mid Mountain office
Warren K Ind Park
Tracey Rd

Marv
Joe
Carole

Met with Ken on 12/1.  Explained study and corridor recommendations.  Ken was involved in prior 
study of US95 and understands issues.  Explained that signal is recommended at Wyoming but 
timing of installation would probably be development driven (and development funded.) Ken 
agrees signal needed at Wyoming, but believes gov't should install it asap rather than waiting for 
developer funding.  Building and development has slowed, but 400 jobs currently in the industrial 
park - signal would improve safety and access for those existing employees.

Wyoming Vern and Reid Ziegler Ziggy's Building Supply 509-467-4960 11/25/2008 11am Ziggy's Carole
Talked with Reid via phone on 11/24 and 11/25.  Emailed executive summary showing proposed 
signal at Wyoming.  They're fine with proposal, but would not be supportive of an alternative that 
restricts turns at Wyoming even as an interim measure.

Wyoming Tim Komberec / 
Greg Delavan Empire Airlines 208-292-3850 12/4/2008 4pm Empire Airlines

Met with Tim on 12/4/08.  Explained study and recommendations.  Interested in four-lane project 
from Wyoming to Lancaster and especially signal at Lancaster.  Generally supports study 
recommendations.

Wyoming Airport Board 12/10/2008 5:30 pm 10375 Sensor 
Avenue  

Marv
Carole

Gave powerpoint presentation.  No objections to the recommendations were expressed, however 
there was some disagreement about whether signals were currently timed adequately.  Discussion 
about potential for an economic stimulus act and whether recommendations from this study could 
be implemented in near term.  Also discussion about adding capacity to existing US95 vs. new 
Huetter route.  John Vaudreill from ITD sits on this board and mentioned that ITD has cost savings 
from several recent bids that might be used to fund some of the recommended projects.

Wyoming Dr. John Hintz 762-0202 Invite to open house
Lancaster Glen Lanker Artios (509) 455-8180 12/18/2008 10:00 AM SRTC Office closed due to weather on the day of meeting.  Left email with Glen to reschedule.
General Bob Crump Kootenai Electric 208-765-1200 Left voice mail on 11-21
General Home Depot Invite to open house

General Scott Jamar Hayden Chamber 208-762-3755 12/3/2008 9:45 AM 9494 Govt Way Jeff
Carole

Met with Scott on 12/3/08.  Explained recommended strategy for corridor and asked Scott to 
diseminate as appropriate among Hayden Chamber members.

General
Dani Bielec
Mike King
Gary Schneidmiller

Coldwell Banker 
Schneidmiller Rlty

208-665-5285
509-994-3675(cell) 12/9/2008 10:00 2000 NW Boulevard

Met with Dani Bielec, Mike King and Gary Schneidmiller.  Gave overview of study and explained 
recommendations.  Discussed potential right of way impacts at Hanley Ave.  Their agency has 
property on SW corner of Hanley and US95 listed.  Mike will share study info with the listing realtor 
and other commercial brokers in their office.

General Bill Robinette Assoc Brokers NW 208-772-7578 12/3/2008 9:00 AM E. 1677 Miles Ave, 
Hayden

Marv
Jeff
Carole

Met with Bill on 12/3/08.  Discussed overall corridor strategy and asked Bill to share with clients as 
appropriate and other commercial brokers in his office.  

General Rick Vernon CdA Assoc. of Realtors 208-667-0664 Emailed project info on 12/2/08.  Rick responded saying he would disseminate among his 
association.




